
Take Control of Your Data with Catavolt's 
Rapid Mobile App Development Platform
Take your current enterprise software system mobile - quickly and securely. 

Catavolt provides native apps for iOS, Android, Windows, 
and desktop browser for capturing, displaying, and taking 
action on data. With Catavolt, organizations can securely 
extend business data to users. 

Codeless App Builder

Most Catavolt apps can be built using the rapid mobile 
app development platform’s codeless app builder. This 
gives non-technical users the ability to develop their own 
useful business apps in a matter of days. 

The codeless app builder also makes it easier for 
developers to customize their own code to create unique 
apps, personalized for each business user. 

Real-Time Data Access

Catavolt gives users the ability to access the data they 
need in real-time. Once a document is printed, it is 
no longer accurate. When employees, management, 
and customers can access data in real-time from their 
smartphone, tablet, or desktop, they can be assured that 
the data is accurate.

With real-time data access, they can work together more 
effectively to view accounts, complete projects and 
orders, review invoices and shipments, edit information, 
view facility inventories, and work statuses.

Unique Security Approach 

Catavolt encrypts all data transmitted and never stores 
it directly on the mobile device or on the cloud. The 
platform shields all internal systems including databases, 
ERPs, web services, and custom apps from the app 
accessed on the mobile device.

Catavolt allows developers to create custom enterprise 
connectors using Java and REST, and connects to any 
existing app or data system including SAP, Oracle, 
Salesforce, Infor, Microsoft, and IBM.

An Open Platform Approach 

Our Open Connector Model allows developers to deploy 
mobile apps using industry accepted tools. With the 
open platform, developers can create new back-end 
integrations for the Catavolt API Gateway.

Catavolt’s API Gateway allows companies to connect 
cloud and on-premise resources securely. In addition, 
Catavolt’s Open Connector Model makes it easy for 
enterprise developers to create customized Java-based 
connectors that work with any back-end system.



Click here to learn more and  
request a demo 

Give Your Users the Ability to Develop Fully 
Functional Mobile Apps

Since rapid mobile app development tools require little 
development experience, non-technical users can easily 
be trained to create functional mobile apps. 

Catavolt's platform makes it simple for users to train in 
a few days and create apps for their departments. Once 
they have created their first app, they have all the skills 
they need to continue to create as many apps as they 
want.

Create Your Own Success

The solutions you produce are 100 percent customized 
to meet your specific business needs, and everything you 
create in our platform is fully backed by Catavolt support. 

You simply point Catavolt to the data that you want to 
share and then choose how you want to show it and who 
gets to see it. 

Develop Several Simple Apps That Meet Your 
Specific Needs

Once your team has created one fully functioning mobile 
app with Catavolt, they have the capabilities to create 
hundreds more. 

Since rapid mobile apps can connect easily to any back-
end system, organizations have the ability to repurpose 
their first app for different departments in human 
resources, sales, accounting and finance, marketing, 
customer service, inventory, field services, supply chain, 
and more.

https://www.catavolt.com/contact-sales/

